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RESPONSES OF U.S. UNIVERSITIES TO
NEW GOVERNMENT REQUIREMENTS
INTRODUCTION
U.S. universities are subjected to a long list of requirements imposed by governments at all
levels—state, local and Federal. Many of these requirements are general in nature and apply to
all large institutions, regardless of their place in society. Others are focused specifically on the
missions and activities that are unique to institutions of higher education, such as postsecondary education, research, technology transfer, and intercollegiate athletics. 1
Owing to their complexity, their unique missions, and the way in which they are governed and
managed, U.S. universities face great challenges in responding to new government-imposed
requirements, including both new requirements and those that have been in place for a long
time.
This report examines the mechanisms through which universities respond to governmental
requirements with the intention of helping those who are unfamiliar with these processes to
better understand them. It also shows how the unique character, management and governance
of U.S. universities shapes the processes that universities employ and the outcomes that are
reached when governments impose requirements on them. The focus of the report is on
requirements newly imposed by the Federal government, with lesser attention paid to state and
local expectations.
This report is also focused on U.S. universities that are heavily committed to and engaged in
Federally-funded research and development and associated graduate education. Other kinds of
universities, colleges and higher education institutions may be subject to the same rules, but it

1

For a extensive, but incomplete, list of such regulations see the web site of the Higher Education Compliance
Alliance at https://www.higheredcompliance.org/. See especially its searchable “Compliance Matrix” that lists the
laws, where details can be found, and other characteristics. The Compliance Matrix can be downloaded at no
charge from the HECA web site at https://www.higheredcompliance.org/compliance-matrix/.
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is the large so-called “research universities” that are most heavily impacted by government
requirements and that are best organized to cope with them. Of the some-four thousand
higher education institutions in the United States, only about 250 are generally considered to be
“research” universities.
This introductory section and the report’s title speak of governmental “requirements”
“imposed” on universities. We use the word “requirements” as a generic category of
government policies that may take a variety of forms. Requirements may be stated explicitly in
statutory language that appears in Acts of Congress or in laws passed by state or local
legislatures. Perhaps more frequently, requirements appear as formal regulations (also known
as “rules”) that are promulgated by administrative agencies of government acting under
authorities given to them by legislation. Many government requirements are imposed in the
form of conditions, often referred to as “guidance,” that universities must follow or fulfill in
order to be eligible to receive government grants or contracts; that is, they are what universities
must agree to do in order to receive government money. Less frequently, government rules
may follow from agreements reached in settling lawsuits brought against universities by a
government or even by a private party. Universities’ responses to government requirements
may differ depending on the type of requirement that is imposed. 2

APPROACH AND ORGANIZATION OF THIS REPORT
This report is based heavily on the principal author’s (Christopher Hill) experiences of some 28
years of service as a faculty member in three research universities (Washington University in St.
Louis, MIT, and George Mason University) including eight years of service as Vice Provost for
Research at George Mason. In addition, all three of the authors have had extensive experience
in government agencies and in non-profit organizations with close ties to both universities and

2

In addition to the types of rules summarized here, universities generally follow other categories of rules of
conduct and of doing business that are promulgated by professional and institutional bodies to which they adhere.
Examples of this sort of rule are accounting standards established by the Financial Standards Accounting Board,
rules agreed to as parts of contractual agreements with labor unions representing faculty or staff, rules of the
various bodies that oversee intercollegiate athletics, such as those of the National Collegiate Athletic Association,
and a host of “best practice” guidelines adopted by organizations whose members consist of the many specialized
professionals who actually operate and administer universities, such as those of the National Association of College
and University Business Administrators or the Society of Research Administrators. Such rules are sometimes
adopted by government agencies as formal rules or as guidelines and may thus take on the force of government
requirements even though they do not originate with government. In addition, universities promulgate many of
their own rules governing the conduct and actions of their faculty, staff, and students.
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governments that have brought them frequently into policy-oriented discussions of university
responses to government requirements. We also draw broadly on published literature, reports,
rules and regulations, and other written materials for objective information and data on the
topics covered herein.
This report is organized around three major themes. The first is a description of the
organization, management, and governance of research universities, with an emphasis on their
decentralized governance, including shared governance involving boards of trustees,
administrators, faculty, and others. We look at universities both as individual organizations and
as a collective group of several hundred separate organizations that frequently come together
to influence and implement government requirements.
The second major theme is a close examination of how universities address existing rules as
well as a discussion of what happens when new government requirements are under
consideration or are imposed. This part of the report emphasizes the complexity of the actions
that may be taken by universities to implement existing rules or to seek to influence as well as
to abide by new rules that are under consideration. Far from being passive recipients of rules
“imposed” by authorities at higher levels, universities are often active partners in helping shape
and frame the rules that government authorities ultimately adopt.
The third major theme is a brief case study of how universities have responded to new
requirements related to protecting national security, with a special focus on the “China
Initiative” of the Trump Administration.
ORGANIZATION, GOVERNANCE, AND MANAGEMENT OF U.S. UIVERSITIES

ORGANIZATION AND GOVERNANCE OF U.S. RESEARCH UNIVERSITIES
In the United States, research universities are organized in several quite different ways. The
most important distinction is that some universities are established, governed, and owned as
public institutions, whereas others are established as private, non-profit organizations. Nearly
all of the public institutions are creatures of the American states; only a handful belong to the
Federal government and most of those are the military academies. The private, non-profit
institutions are a diverse group: some are affiliated with religious denominations, while others
are strictly non-secular.
PUBLIC RESEARCH UNIVERSITIES
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When we think of the public research universities, what usually comes to mind are the great
state universities such as the University of Wisconsin, the Universities of California at Berkeley
or at Los Angeles, the University of Washington, the University of North Carolina, and the
Pennsylvania State University. Most of the U.S. states have at least one major public university
that is heavily committed to research and graduate education.
Typical state research universities are quite large, often enrolling tens of thousands of students,
including many thousands of graduate students as well as thousands of students in professional
programs such as medicine, business, and law. They employ several thousand faculty members
and a similar number of non-faculty professional staff members, as well as large numbers of
service workers. Their annual budgets are typically in the range of several hundred million
dollars to well in excess of one billion dollars.
The state research universities are usually deeply involved in national-level intercollegiate
sports, host major artistic venues and performances, and offer substantial outreach programs
to assist communities, companies, and other non-profit organizations. They engage in
substantial programs of cooperative R&D with the private sector, and they manage large and
well-organized intellectual property and technology transfer portfolios. They are usually major
holders and managers of real estate and other properties, and they serve as landlords for
thousands of their students who lives in university-owned or leased dormitories.
Thus, many aspects of large public research universities are, of necessity, operated like private
profitmaking businesses. They must develop and work within formal budgeting and
expenditure control processes. They must develop and implement both short- and long-term
strategic and tactical planning. They have to balance cost controls and investments for the
future.
At the same time, large public research universities serve a public interest under the
sponsorship of the states to which they belong. They are set up in most cases as agencies of
the state governments and are subject to the same sorts of laws and rules that govern the
operations of more traditional state agencies such as departments of health and welfare,
transportation, education, public safety, environmental protection, agriculture, and so on.
Most public universities are created by acts of their states’ legislatures and are accountable to
those legislatures for their activities and operations.3

3

A few of the state universities, such as the University of Michigan, are so-called “constitutional” universities that
are established through explicit clauses in their state constitutions and are not creatures of the legislatures. While
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The state research universities are usually governed on behalf of their states by boards of
directors.4 In some states, directors are elected by the people; in others, they are appointed by
the state’s governor. Directors, who serve without compensation, have a fiduciary
responsibility to ensure that the university is financially solvent and that it acts in the best
interests of the state’s residents, including complying with applicable regulations. The board
typically chooses the institution’s president and may participate in the appointment of other
senior administrative officials such as provosts and deans.
PRIVATE RESEARCH UNIVERSITIES
Many of America’s leading research universities are organized as private, non-profit educational
and scientific institutions. These include such institutions as MIT, Harvard, Stanford, Princeton,
Caltech, Johns Hopkins, and Washington University in St. Louis. While quite a few private
research universities were founded by religious denominations to educate young men for the
clergy, most have long-since separated from their religious origins and have come under the
direction of self-perpetuating board of trustees. That is, new members of their boards are
elected to the board by the existing members of the board. State governments have no direct
influence over the conduct of private universities, other than to issue the required non-profit
corporation status. Some states require that all institutions, public and private, meet certain
educational and financial standards to be recognized as degree-granting institutions.
Private universities are generally somewhat smaller and more focused than the large public
institutions, although even some of the private universities may enroll on the order of ten
thousand students. From the student point of view, the more successful private institutions are
more selective in choosing top academic performers, and the tuition and fees they charge are
usually much greater than the equivalent charges at public institutions. Like the public
institutions, private research universities are complex organizations with many levels and types
of management and organization.
Nearly all the well-known private institutions are heavily engaged in and dependent on
federally funded R&D funding, not to mention federal support for their students through
federal student loans and, in the case of graduate students, federal fellowships and research

this status confers upon them a great degree of independence, they are nevertheless subject to the control of their
legislatures and depend on the states for their budgets.
4

These boards have various names, such as directors, trustees, or regents.
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assistantships. Therefore, despite their private status, the private universities find themselves
subject to essentially all the federal rules and regulations that also apply to public institutions.
SHARED GOVERNANCE
Both public and private research universities, along with many lesser-known institutions, are
committed to the concept of “shared governance.” In theory shared governance implies that
the governance of a university is an endeavor in which the faculty, the administration, and the
board agree, tacitly or explicitly, to share power and work together to govern the institution. In
practice, such power sharing as actually occurs is mostly manifest through mechanisms by
which the faculty is consulted or even engaged along with the administration in the
management of the institution. The faculty has relatively limited influence over or access to the
board of directors; in fact, many faculty members never have any interaction with the board.
Shared governance between the faculty and the administration is most apparent in decisions
about recruiting, hiring, and promoting the faculty, and in decisions about the curriculum—that
is, what should be taught, to whom, and by whom.
The faculty are also often active participants in developing university policies and procedures
that determine how the university will respond to rules promulgated by the Federal
government, as discussed later in this report.
At most universities, the members of the faculty participate formally in university governance
through a representative body commonly known as the faculty “senate.” Members of the
faculty senate are elected by the faculty to serve for limited periods of time (a few years
generally). The administration looks to the faculty senate as the primary partnership body for
shared governance on matters of institutional policy.
The relationships of the faculty members and of the faculty senate to the administration are
typically codified in a “faculty handbook” or similar document. The handbook is usually
negotiated between the faculty and the administration, and the board of directors may also
formally recognize it as a kind of “basic law” for the institution.
At some research universities, the faculty members belong to a recognized labor union, which
may be organized locally at the university or may be affiliated with a national labor union.
When a faculty union exists, much of the interplay and sharing of governance between the
administration, the faculty and the board is channeled through the union’s contractual
agreement with the institution.
While few research universities have unionized faculty, most have recognized local
organizations associated with the national American Association of University Professors, or
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AAUP.5 AAUP has less power than a faculty union, but it often intervenes of behalf of individual
faculty or groups of faculty members in disputes with administrations or boards of directors,
especially regarding the terms and conditions of employment or the treatment of alleged
infractions of university policies.
Finally, it is important to keep in mind the roles of academic freedom and of tenure in research
universities. Academic freedom is a concept cherished by many faculty members because it
embodies the notion that faculty members must be free to teach, write, research, and speak
publicly about issues within their fields of scholarly expertise without interference or limitation
by the administration or board of directors. Tenure is the framework within which faculty
members receive permanent appointments to their positions in a university once they have
served for a certain period of time and have demonstrated competence within their fields.
Tenure reinforces academic freedom by making clear that employment, once tenure is granted,
is not subject to review based on what faculty members teach, write, or speak out about within
the scope of their expertise so long as it meets professional standards.
Tenure and academic freedom are not unlimited rights –both can be abridged under certain
circumstances -- but typically any institutional abrogation of rights associated with either
tenure or academic freedom is treated by the faculty, the press, and elements of the public as a
serious misuse of power by the institution. Institutions interfere in these traditions only in
extreme cases.

MANAGEMENT OF U.S. RESEARCH UNIVERSITIES
INTERNAL MANAGEMENT ENTITIES
As complex, multi-objective organizations, research universities are managed through an
elaborate set of administrators, staff, and organizational mechanisms. Here we offer a
snapshot of how these management systems operate, with an eye toward examining how
compliance with federal requirements is encompassed within the management structures.
Typically, research universities are led by a small team of senior administrators headed by a
president, who is sometimes called “chancellor.” Beneath the president is a senior academic
administrator, often titled as provost or as vice president for academic affairs. Also reporting to
the president is a senior administrator in charge of budgets and finances, another in charge of

5

www.aaup.org
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facilities and their operation including residence halls or dormitories, a senior administrator in
charge of research (often including technology transfer, economic development, and laboratory
safety), and a senior legal officer or general counsel, who may also oversee an office of
compliance. Also reporting to the president is the chief security officer, a public relations
department, and staff responsible for interfacing with the board of directors and with the
federal government. Intercollegiate athletics may also report to the president via an athletic
director or vice president for athletics. In universities that have a medical school and/or
operate a teaching hospital, the dean or vice president for medical affairs may report directly to
the president.
Next consider the organization under the provost or vice president for academic affairs. This
person is responsible for all of the academic activities carried out by the faculty working
through departments and other entities. Usually, the deans of schools and colleges report to
the provost. In addition, the provost may oversee student recruitment, the financial aid office,
student quality of life, and other functions. The provost generally is responsible through staff
for faculty development, including ensuring ethical conduct by faculty, students, and academic
staff. The provost may also oversee the libraries and/or the information technology service
operation. Some institutions have a separate vice president in charge of information systems,
who may or may not also oversee the libraries which are increasingly seen as integral to
information services.
Most universities are structured around schools or colleges, which, in turn are made up of
departments and other entities. The chief administrator of a school or college is usually called a
dean. Reporting to the dean are the various heads or “chairs” of departments who preside
over the faculty members within each discipline or subject. Especially in research-intensive
universities, there will be innumerable research centers and institutes, some of which are
integral parts of departments, while others are set up to deliberately bring together students
and faculty from multiple departments and disciplines to work on problems that transcend
disciplinary boundaries.
The above brief organizational sketch illustrates the structural complexity of modern U.S.
research universities, but it does so only at the leadership level of each element. We could
continue to describe the plethora of subunits, supporting staff organizations, “assistant”
officers at each level, and so on. Furthermore, we could identify and describe a myriad of
organizational units that exist in the non-academic parts of the university, such as budget
officers, accountants, human resources managers, grounds managers, coaches for each major
sport, travel officers, and on and on.
In parallel to many of the administrative organizational elements, especially in the academic
and research domains, the formally-organized faculty participates in advisory panels or policy-
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level structures that convey the views of the faculty to the administration and that seek to
ensure that administrative decisions are properly implemented at the faculty level. Faculty
“committees” abound in research institutions to help take care of everything from planning
holiday celebrations to ensuring that university research is conducted in a manner consistent
with the legal and ethical protection of human subjects of research.
It is not our purpose in this discussion to explain fully how the institution at large works. That
would require hundreds of pages and take us well beyond the scope of the current project. It is
our purpose to illustrate at this high level of generality how complex the management of a
university is and to suggest how that complexity poses great challenges to implementation of
newly imposed federal requirements by a university.
EXTERNAL ACTORS IN THE MANAGEMENT OF RESEARCH UNIVERSITIES
RATIONALES FOR FORMING EXTERNAL ORGANIZATIONS
In the United States, higher education institutions, their administrators, and their faculty
members have formed a remarkable number of national level organizations that exist to
advance the interests of their members and/or to assist their members in carrying out their
institutional and professional responsibilities more effectively.
Universities are far from unique in forming such organizations. Rather, one could find similar
organizations of, for example, restaurant owners, fly fishing enthusiasts, environmental
protection officials, and owners of funeral homes or professional football teams. Forming
mutual aid organizations has been a characteristic of Americans since Colonial days in the 18th
century, as noted by de Tocqueville in his well-known 1835 book.6
There is a specific reason for the formation of such organizations that arises from the American
constitutional form of government. The First Amendment to the Constitution, adopted in 1794,
says, in part, “Congress shall make no law…abridging…the right of the people to seek redress of
grievances.” These simple words state a cornerstone of American government; namely, the
people have an absolute right to communicate their concerns, their preferences, their
problems, and their feelings to the government. While the government is not obliged under
the Constitution to act on, or respond to, any such communication, it cannot do anything to
stop people from sending them, and it may not pass any law or take any action that would
interfere with making such communications.

6

Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America, 1835.
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In practice, of course, it is not generally very effective for a single person in a country of 330
million persons to complain to the government, especially not at the policy level. So, to make
themselves heard and to get the government to act, individuals of like mind or with shared
interests get together to set up organizations that will speak to government on behalf of their
members collectively. This kind of organizational “speech” is protected by the First
Amendment right to petition for redress of grievances. Universities and their faculty and staff
form external organizations structured around common “grievances” and objectives for the
primary purpose of advancing their interests in relation to governments at the Federal, state,
and local levels.
As we shall see below, the organizations that represent universities’ common interests play key
roles in defining, representing, and implementing issues that lead to governments imposing
rules on, or conferring benefits on, those institutions.
SOME TYPICAL NATIONAL-LEVEL EXTERNAL ORGANIZATIONS
ORGANIZATIONS OF UNIVERITIES AS INSTITUTIONS
At the institutional level, several powerful organizations represent university interests. These
include the American Council on Education,7 the Association of Public and Land Grant
Universities,8 and the Association of American Universities,9 as well as more focused
organizations at the institutional level such as the National Association for Equal Opportunity in
Higher Education,10 whose members are the Historically Black Colleges and Universities as well
as the Predominantly Black Institutions. The institutional members of these organizations are
nominally the presidents and chancellors of the member institutions, who meet from time to
time to discuss key issues of concern at the highest level. In addition, these institutions have
suborganizations made up of less senior administrators who address issues within their
domains of responsibility, such as committees of provosts, vice presidents for research, deans
of graduate schools, or general counsels. The National Collegiate Athletic Association is
another group whose institutional representatives are the presidents and chancellors. 11

7

www.acenet.edu

8

www.aplu.org

9

www.aau.edu

10

https://www.nafeonation.org/

11

www.ncaa.com
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At the next level down in the university management hierarchy, one finds organizations such as
the National Association of College and University Business Officers,12 the Society of Research
Administrators,13 the Council of Graduate Schools,14 and the Association of University
Technology Managers.15 The members of these organizations from each university are the
senior administrators with the identified functional responsibilities within their institutions.
Deeper still one finds such organizations as the Council on Governmental Relations,16 whose
members come together around a shared institutional interest in pro-actively shaping the
specific attributes of governmentally-imposed requirements. Likewise, the American Society
for Engineering Education17 sponsors an Engineering Deans Council that convenes the
engineering deans of research universities to discuss matters of shared concern and to provide
a forum for articulating concerns about educational support, research funding, and rules of
conduct to government bodies.18 The Association of American Medical Colleges involves
university presidents and vice presidents for medical affairs, as well as a wide range of students,
faculty and other administrators in representing the special needs of such institutions. 19
We have again only scratched the surface of the myriad organizations that represent higher
education in dealing with government and that assist their members in managing
governmentally imposed requirements. There are literally hundreds of such organizations.
Many of them have their principal offices in or near Washington, DC, which helps them most
effectively and efficiently to remain current on governments interests and most readily seek to
communicate on behalf of their member institutions to government, and vice versa. The
relevant government agencies are quite aware of the existence and purposes of such
organizations and seek to maintain constructive working relationships with them to create a

12

www.NACUBO.org

13

www.srainternational.org

14

www.cgsnet.org

15

autm.net

16

www.cogr.net

17

www.asee.org

18

https://www.asee.org/membership-and-communities/community/councils/engineering-deans-council

19

www.aamc.org
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smoothly functioning relationship between the institutions and the government wherever
possible.
CROSS-SECTORAL ORGANIZATIONS THAT INCLUDE UNIVERSITIES
In recognition of their shared interests in influencing government policy making regarding
research, higher education, trade, and related matters, high-level organizations have been
established that typically engage the chief executives of government, industry, academia, and,
in some cases, organized labor. Members of these organizations seek to have influence over
policy making at several levels. Among these are the Council on Competitiveness 20 and the
Government-University-Industry Roundtable of the National Academies.21 These kinds of
institutions typically operate at a higher level than seeking to influence regulatory initiatives;
rather, they try to present a high-level shared coalition in support of, or in opposition to,
legislation or other policy making. Occasionally, however, they do articulate a position on the
wisdom, or lack thereof, of certain approaches to regulation of university research.
DISCIPLINARY ORGANIZATIONS INVOLVING THE FACULTY
Each of the disciplines and fields that offer instruction and perform research in U.S. universities
is organized around national- and international-level scientific, disciplinary, and professional
associations. Examples of such associations are the American Physical Society, 22 the American
Chemical Society,23 the American Society of Mechanical Engineers,24 the American Historical
Association,25 and many others. The professional fields in which universities offer instruction
are also organized into societies that may involve both academic member and practitioners,
such as the American Medical Association26 and the American Bar Association27 (for lawyers).

20

www.compete.org

21

www.nationalacademies.org/guirr/government-university-industry-research-roundtable

22

www.aps.org

23

www.acs.org

24

www.asme.org

25

www.historians.org

26

www.ama-assn.org

27

www.americanbar.org
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These individual-member societies are typically engaged in disseminating the latest research
and concepts to their members via meetings, published journals, web sites, and other routes.
They may also play roles in accrediting or certifying the specific departments or academic units
in which their members are engaged. (See further discussion of accreditation below.) And, for
the purposes of this report it is relevant that these societies often serve as forums within which
their members can discuss and debate new government requirements and even enter into
dialogues with government representatives about such requirements.
ACCREDITATION ORGANIZATIONS
Accreditation serves as an especially powerful means by which the quality of higher education
institutions is reinforced and improved.28 Accreditation is a complex process through which the
community of higher education institutions seeks to ensure that each member institution has
well-functioning mechanisms for ensuring quality in instruction and for ensuring that faculty
and staff are professionally qualified to teach in the fields and subjects that they represent.
There are important benefits to receiving accreditation and real costs to be borne if an
institution can’t achieve or loses its accredited status. If an institution fails to be accredited, it
may lose its capability to apply for and receive government funds for its students and its
research. Furthermore, employers may require that new hires in certain fields have graduated
from an accredited institution. And, graduate-level institutions may refuse admission to
students who have earned their previous degree(s) from non-accredited institutions.
In the accreditation process, institutions are subjected to periodic audits of their operations by
teams of experts drawn from peer institutions that are organized by and report to the
chartered accreditation organizations. At the level of institutional accreditation, months if not
years are devoted by the institution under audit to producing evidence of their adherence to
the expectations of their peers and to preparing for intensive site visits by the audit teams.
Among the concerns of accreditation organizations is whether the higher education institution
is in compliance with established governmental rules and regulations and whether it has in
place the policies and practices needed to ensure that compliance is fulfilled at each office and
level within the institution.
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Additionally, the accreditation organizations themselves are subject to oversight by the U.S.
Department of Education to ensure that they are conducting their audits according to
nationally recognized standards.29
In addition to institutional-level accreditation, individual schools or departments may be
subject to another layer of accreditation by teams made up of experts in their fields from other
universities or from fields of related practice. Departments that are not accredited may have
difficulty attracting students and in placing their graduates in jobs or in further graduate
education. Ambitious new faculty members are likely to avoid accepting faculty positions in
non-accredited institutions or departments.
LOBBYING ORGANIZATIONS
Lobbyists are persons whose job it is to seek to influence Congress and/or executive branch
agencies to embrace (or reject) policies or to take actions (or not) that favor the entities that
those persons represent. Lobbying is one approach that people and organizations use to “seek
redress of grievance” as discussed above. Lobbying is perfectly legal and acceptable within the
American legal and political systems. It is, however, subject to various forms of abuse,
including misrepresentation of facts, ideas, preferences, or even whose voice (speech) the
lobbyist is representing. For this reason, various laws are applied to lobbyists at the Federal
level. Lobbyists are required to register with the Congress and to identify their clients. Because
money can be used to influence the votes of Members of Congress, disclosure of financial
contributions by lobbyists is required. On the other hand, lobbyists are not prohibited from
overstating their case or shading the truth, any more than citizens are so prohibited.
Lobbying is particularly problematic for higher education institutions and for the organizations
that represent their interests. Nearly all higher education institutions are organized as taxexempt non-profit entities under the Federal tax code, and that same code prohibits nonprofits from spending more than a minimal amount of their resources on political activity,
including lobbying. There is ambiguity, however, in the rules governing exactly how much
higher education institutions and organizations can spend on explicit lobbying, and that
ambiguity has allowed them to spend modestly on lobbying.
Several thousand people work as registered lobbyists in and around Washington DC. Generally,
lobbying is a lucrative business, because some interest groups and organizations, including
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universities, are willing to pay substantial sums to try to influence public policies to help
themselves.
To address the issues associated with the conflict between non-profit status and lobbying
limitations, many non-profit organizations, including universities, depend heavily on the
concept that they are providing information and education to policy makers about current
policy debates, rather than making a direct request for action on the issues under debate. They
argue that providing education and information is not the same as lobbying; i.e., it is not the
same as seeking redress of grievance.
The fact is, however, that most major research universities also employ or contract with
lobbyists to represent their interests before the Congress and the agencies. In addition, most
of the higher education organizations described in previous sections also maintain lobbyists on
staff or retain specialized lobbying firms under contract to represent them and, thereby, the
interests of the institutions that are their members.
When it comes to proposals for expanded regulations or new rules that would affect
universities, the lobbyists who serve higher education’s interests are often deeply involved in
seeking to help shape how the final regulations or other rules turn out.
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN NEW REGULATIONS OR OTHER RULES ARE CONSIDERED?
TYPICAL EVENTS IN THE RESPONSE TO NEW REGULATIONS
Most new regulations follow a consistent evolutionary path. Here we describe that
evolutionary path in terms of several stages.
PROBLEM EMERGENCE
Most new regulations are adopted by the Federal government to try to solve some problem or
to forestall further instances of an identified problem.
The first step in this process is the emergence of the problem itself. Consider, for example, the
problem of managing radioactive materials on university campuses. Until the early 20 th
century, no one knew about radioactivity and, even after its discovery, it took some time to
recognize that certain kinds of radioactivity are hazardous to human health. Even as this
awareness was dawning on certain experts, however, the exigencies of World War-II era
nuclear energy research tended to marginalize safety concerns and turn the focus toward
learning how to use radioactivity to create nuclear weapons. Eventually, it became apparent
that radioactive materials can be very dangerous, that they were being used on more and more
university campuses in research and for certain medical treatments, and that they were not
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being managed in many cases in a safe manner. Thus, a problem needing regulatory
intervention had emerged and been recognized.30
EXPLORATION OF APPROACHES TO CONTROL
Once a problem has been recognized, various interested parties typically suggest ways to solve
it. Someone will suggest that more information is needed and accompany that suggestion with
ideas for mandated data gathering and reporting. Another person may recommend imposing
prescriptive controls on what should be done, by whom, and how. Yet another may
recommend a strict prohibition on the problematic activity. Still another may advocate for
advanced training for faculty, students, and staff to help them address the problem effectively.
To help sort through the various alternatives, policy analysts may use tools like simulation,
modeling, and cost/benefit analysis to try to identify the most effective or the most costeffective alternative. Pilot projects may be implemented to test which approaches work best.
Eventually, a consensus may emerge about what kind of regulatory intervention might be most
effective and workable.
ENGAGEMENT OF FEDERAL OFFICIALS
Once some level of consensus has been reached on the need for and rough nature of regulatory
action, the question will turn to whether the matter requires new legislation by Congress,
whether it can be addressed by an agency using existing regulatory authority, or whether some
other approach is best.
Policy entrepreneurs may enter the fray at this point, acting as forceful advocates for certain
kinds of policy action. The entrepreneur might be a member of Congress or one of his or her
staff members. Or it might be a regulatory agency head or policy planner who perceives the
need for action by that agency.
Of course, there are always many more problems needing to be addressed than there are
resources available to address them, so selections and priorities must be made amongst the
universe of potential regulatory targets. Many factors influence how this conflict gets resolved.
CRAFTING OF A PROPOSED REGULATORY APPROACH
There is something of an art to crafting a workable and acceptable regulatory approach to
addressing a newly articulated problem. Proposals for action many come from many different
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quarters and may reach the attention of policy makers through a variety of channels.
Eventually professional staffs of agencies or of Congress are charged with crafting detailed
proposals that can be introduced as possible Acts of Congress or discretionary actions by
regulatory authorities. Then Congress and/or the agencies make decisions about what to do
and begin the complex processes of promulgating actual regulations.
FORMAL CONSULTATIONS OF REGULATORS WITH AFFECTED PARTIES
One way or another, the U.S. policy making system tends to establish mechanisms that enable
affected parties and other citizens to have an opportunity to present their case for or against a
proposed regulatory course of action. If the regulation requires new law, congressional
committees may hold hearings on the problem and proposed solutions, inviting representatives
of interested parties to present their views orally and/or in writing to the committees to help
create a record of decision making.
If, on the other hand, an agency has already been given the legal authority to act on the matter
by Congress, it may choose to publish a draft of a proposed regulation and invite commentary
from all parties who are interested enough to comment. This process of consultation and
commentary is conducted within the framework of the Administrative Procedure Act of 1946,
which details how agencies must proceed to gather opinions and consider those opinions in
deciding whether and how to regulate.31
IMPLEMENTATION OF REGULATIONS BY AGENCIES
Most new regulations are not self-actualizing; that is, some level of agency action is required to
transform broad statements of policy into specific language, specific requirements and
prohibitions, and other details of operation. Agencies may consult formally or informally with
affected parties as they go about detailing the implementation process. The result of this
process will be a new regulation that imposes new duties on various parties to do or not to do
something. Agencies are required to publish new regulations in the Federal Register, which
serves as formal notice to affected parties. In addition, agencies will generally reach out to the
universities or affected parties to communicate the new requirements. Likewise, the various
associations, lobbying firms, and societies will publish articles or notices informing their
members of new requirements.
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COMPLIANCE BY REGULATED UNIVERSITIES WITH NEW REGULATIONS
Considering that the higher education institutions are the formally regulated parties, it is
important to realize that most of the actions to comply are not actually carried out by the
university’s “responsible” individuals such as the president or chair of the board. Rather,
compliance is often in the hands of the individual members of the faculty and/or members of
the university staff at several levels. Owing to the complex and decentralized nature of
university governance and management detailed earlier in this report, there is often a
considerable gap in awareness, understanding, and willingness to comply between the senior
administration (president, provost, general counsel, head of budget and administration) and
the front-line workers (faculty, deans, department heads, junior staff offices, and even graduate
students). The university must devise ways to bridge these gaps to ensure that not only its
rhetoric but also its actions comply with regulations.
Even as agencies typically find it necessary to issue detailed regulations that spell out how
institutions are supposed to comply, so too do universities find it necessary to spell out in
writing in some detail their own policies and procedures that faculty, staff, and students must
follow to ensure that the university as a whole is in compliance with the new regulation. In
addition to detailed policies and procedures, universities usually find it necessary to, first,
inform their faculty, staff, and students about the new regulation and, second, to educate them
regarding the details of compliance. If the new regulation includes requirements for data
collection, management, and reporting to a federal agency, the university must develop a
mechanism and assign staff and other resources to that data aspect of compliance. If
regulations are at all complex, universities may need to employ staff members who can assist
faculty, students, and other staff with compliance. Such compliance staff may also need to act
as internal watchdogs in an attempt to “police” the activities of faculty, students and other staff
to ensure that they are following the new requirements. Furthermore, someone at the
university needs to be responsible for ensuring that its policies and procedures remain up to
date if and when Federal requirements are modified.
In some sense, meeting the challenge of compliance with a new regulation may appear to
involve a straightforward, although tedious and expensive, array of actions. The management
and organization of universities discussed above makes compliance actions much more
challenging than they would first appear.
First, development of university policies and procedures, even in response to Federal
requirements, is seen as a process that falls under the shared governance expectations of both
faculty and administrators. What this can mean in practice is that formulating an institution’s
policies and procedures relevant to complying with a new requirement will involve creating a
new committee or task force of faculty and administrators to hammer out the details. Once
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policies and procedures have been agreed on by faculty and administrators, they may need to
be ratified and then signed by the institution’s president and then reviewed and concurred in
by its board of directors. The institution’s own new policies and procedures must, of course, be
consistent with the Federal requirement. However, federal rules regarding universities are
often written quite broadly to allow for local interpretation and implementation, so there may
be plenty of room for disagreement about how best to set up the compliance framework in the
institution.
The institution’s policy will likely specify which parties at the university are responsible for its
implementation and enforcement, as well as which parties are covered by its requirements.
For some policies that require continued attention, the policy may establish a standing
committee that meets regularly to review compliance, address exceptions and instances of
non-compliance, and, if needed, to entertain requests from regulated faculty that they be
permitted to carry out their work according to accepted compliance protocols.
Individual universities often seek the advice of other institutions or try to benchmark their
proposed policies against those of other institutions that may have set up their compliance
policies earlier. An important role in helping institutions learn from each other is played by the
various associations discussed earlier in this report. Sometimes, the organizations act as a kind
of clearinghouse for best practices as well as offering advice from staff experts who may have
helped write the original Federal requirements. In addition, some former administrators and
retired faculty members may set up consulting services that, for a fee, will help universities
comply.
These processes are not always harmonious. University faculty and administrations are highly
heterogeneous collections of disciplines, fields, and ideologies. Not infrequently, a faculty
member who believes himself to be the target of a new regulatory requirement may personally
oppose it, on practical or ideological grounds or both. Such individuals may seek to divert or
undermine the institution’s commitment to compliance. They may even go so far as to subvert
or to refuse to fulfill the requirements of the new federal rule. Some will refuse covertly,
continuing their non-compliant activities quietly until some incident catches them out doing so.
Others will be defiant, quite publicly stating their refusal to comply. In some cases, noncompliant faculty members may have the support of their peers or even their department
heads of deans, which can make life difficult for the administrators and faculty members tasked
with overseeing compliance.
The scenarios just described lead to consideration of enforcement and even sanctioning of noncompliant institutions, faculty members or others at the university. Some compliance failures
by individual faculty members, staff, or students are dealt with by their university, whereas
other failures—typically more egregious ones—may be addressed by the Federal agency that is
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responsible for regulating the activity in question.32 On occasion, an entire institution may be
charged with non-compliance. In such cases, the Federal agency with cognizance over the
regulated domain would investigate and initiate enforcement actions on its own or through the
Department of Justice.
To some degree, the extent and intensity of enforcement depends on the nature of the
regulated activity. For some kinds of offenses against Federal rules, the Federal agency that
oversees the activity or that has funded it may actually bring criminal charges against a noncompliant faculty member. For example, instances of this level of enforcement have been
highly visible during the last several years as agencies and the Federal Department of Justice
have charged certain professors with criminal fraud in connection with their alleged failure to
make required disclosures of outside funding from agencies of the government of China.
Similarly, faculty members have faced loss of their positions and tenure as well as forfeiture of
Federal research grants when they have been judged to have engaged in extreme forms of
sexual harassment of students or colleagues. Many lesser transgressions may meet lesser
punishments. For example, a faculty member whose laboratory is found to be using hazardous
chemicals improperly may be required to clean up his lab, modify his procedures, and take a
required training course in proper handling of hazards. Doctoral students whose dissertation
research involves human subjects of research and who fails to get required review and preapproval of such research by the institutional review board set up to oversee it may be required
to discard any data that was improperly obtained and to redo all the research done before
approval is obtained.
On occasion, enforcement actions may result in Federal civil or criminal charges, temporary or
permanent disbarment from future Federal funding, loss of professional licenses, abrogation of
tenure, or even dismissal. Graduate students may be dismissed from their doctoral programs.
Lawsuits may ensue against administrators or faculty committees that are alleged to have
imposed penalties improperly or unfairly. These kinds of circumstances can be some of the
most difficult challenges of any faced by faculty, administrators, executives, and boards.
One of the hallmarks of the American legal system is that there should always be a mechanism
in place through which persons or institutions convicted of violations of laws, regulations, or
other rules may appeal the decision of the deciding body to a higher authority. So, rules
adopted by universities to implement Federal regulations must include a pathway to appeal.
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Likewise, the enforcement decisions of Federal regulators may generally be appealed to the
Federal civil or criminal courts for review. In either case, appellant bodies may discard
convictions or refer them back to the original decision maker for further consideration.
Appellant bodies may also affirm the decisions of lower bodies, in which case the decision
stands as it was before appeal.

REGULATORY REVISION AND REFORM
The issuance of a new Federal requirement by a government agency is often not the last word
on the matter. Many developments can lead an agency to review or revise its requirements.
These include:







Learning from experience – the agency may learn from the experience of regulated
parties that it has imposed unworkable, overly expensive, or highly divisive
requirements
New facts come to light – the agency may become aware of new facts or circumstances
that point up the need to amend, extend, repeal, or otherwise change regulations
Interventions by Congress, the courts, or powerful constituents may demand revisions
International harmonization may create an impetus to modify regulations to bring them
into line with the practices of other countries to facilitate international cooperation
Discovery through practical experience that some regulations may conflict with others,
leading to a need for revisions to enable better coordination between regulatory
regimes.

Clearly, many different parties may play roles in encouraging regulatory revisions. Often the
associations of universities or of specialist administrators, discussed above, play key roles in
gathering evidence of the inadequacies of existing regulations and of the need for change.
They often try to help the agencies reframe their policies and requirements to facilitate
compliance or, sometimes, to simply try to convince the agencies to weaken their demands.
Agencies may choose or may be compelled by some outside party to make major changes in
requirements. Such changes stimulate the full range of institutional compliance actions
outlined above. In other cases, changes in requirements may be minor, not requiring a full
formal restatement of new rules and new compliance actions. In the latter case, agencies may
issue formal opinions or issue new guidance on how to comply without actually changing the
substance of a requirement. This kind of regulatory reform is quite frequent and itself requires
the universities to remain fully informed about what the current and emerging requirements
are.
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UNIVERSITY RESPONSES TO NEW SECURITY-RELATED REGULATIONS
Security-related regulations imposed on universities and on their faculty and students pose
some of the most difficult challenges to the academic community. Whether such regulations
are imposed in the name of national security or economic security, they tend to conflict directly
with core academic values including openness and transparency, progress through dialogue,
and internationalization of knowledge.
In this section we first provide a brief historical overview of the evolution of security as a
concern in academia and then discuss recent government efforts to impose controls on the
sharing of scientific and technical knowledge with China.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND ON CONFLICTS BETWEEN SECURITY AND ACADEMIA
Mobilizing specialized knowledge and unique technical capabilities has been a key element in
successful offensive and defensive warfare operations since time immemorial. People have
used a knowledge of natural phenomena to build and use weapons, to gather information, and
to protect themselves for thousands of years if not longer. The emergence of modern science
around the world in recent centuries has greatly magnified the contributions of scientists and
engineers to warfare. Science thrives on the sharing of knowledge, ideas, data, people,
facilities, and its institutions tend to reflect these values. On the other hand, security and
success in warfare and in defense tends to depend on the possession of unique knowledge and
capabilities kept secret, on the power of surprise, and on keeping the opponent confused and
uncertain.
Much the same is true of modern market economies built on the ability to generate and exploit
specialized knowledge. Companies invest in new knowledge in hopes of creating competitive
advantages. For them, keeping new knowledge to themselves is a powerful motivator of the
imposition of controls over knowledge dissemination, even as they hope to benefit from the
new knowledge generated by others as well as by themselves.
Thus, it is not surprising that conflicts have arisen between academia and the national security
state, as well as between academia and companies competing in the marketplace. And, as
technology-based economic competition has come to be understood as an element of national
well-being as well as of company success, the conflict between academic values and secrecy
motivated by competitive pressures has only intensified.
As it was in so many arenas, the World-War-II era greatly reinforced the concerns for nationalsecurity related controls on scientific and technical knowledge. Strict and all-encompassing
secrecy controls were imposed on the people and the organizations engaged in developing
weapons and information systems such as nuclear fission, advanced materials, radar,
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communications, aerospace, and medicine. Academic scientists and universities themselves
were mobilized to assist in research and development for national security purposes. Such
engagement necessitated imposition of national security controls on what academics could
publish or even talk about with colleagues. “Security classification” became a major constraint
on scientific and technical communication. Government funding for R&D on matters of interest
to national security was only given to institutions that agreed to set up internal systems for
maintaining secrecy, and only scientists who were deemed “loyal” to the United States were
permitted to participate in related programs on campus.
The end of World War II did not bring an end to national security-based secrecy on campus, nor
did it herald a reduction in government support of research. Rather, such funding increased
dramatically as did expectations for protecting classified information and activities on
campuses. The presence of classified research on many campuses was a major point of conflict
during the Vietnam War period in the 1960s and early 1970s, and it contributed to some of the
most destructive protests against that war at universities. One result of such conflicts was the
adoption by Congress in 1969 of the “Mansfield Amendment” that ended support of research
by defense agencies at universities unless that research had a direct connection to defense
needs.
During the Vietnam War era, many U.S. universities chose to stop all classified R&D on their
campuses and refused to accept Federal funds for such work. A few universities, including
some of the strongest research institutions such as MIT, Stanford, and the University of
Southern California, created or greatly expanded the capacity of their associated research
institutes to do classified research, even as they greatly reduced such work on their academic
campuses.
For several decades after the end of World War II, the scope of academic R&D that created
concerns for national security widened to include R&D in fields like space, applied physics,
computer science and information technology, advanced materials, and many others.
Frequently, funding agencies sought to impose national security controls on the conduct and
reporting of research and on who might participate in it. While universities were happy to
receive federal funding in such fields, they were displeased about the associated national
security-related controls that came with it. Along with national security controls on R&D came
an increasing application of controls on the export of goods and services based on advanced
technologies arising from research and development, both classified and open.
In light of growing controversy over such controls, the National Research Council of the
National Academies conducted several studies of the conflicts between R&D, exports, and
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national security, including national economic security.33 It investigated the extent and nature
of such controls and offered recommendations on how the situation might be improved in a
number of study reports. Generally, these reports recognize the importance of controls over
key fields and technologies but call for limiting controls to these key fields and for avoiding
unnecessary controls over others.
New challenges arose to open scientific and technical conduct and communication as emerging
nations embraced competence in science and technology as important elements in national
development strategies. Much attention was paid in the 1980s to the Asian “Tigers” (South
Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singapore) that leveraged investments in science and
technology to promote industrial competitiveness both domestically and internationally. The
enthusiastic embrace of similar strategies by China in the 1990s and later brought a new round
of concern for how national policies in other nations could employ science and technology to
strengthen their competitive position vis a vis the United States in world markets.
CONCERN ABOUT CHINA
China’s remarkable rapid ascendance to a leadership position in the industrial world during the
last three decades has engendered great anxiety among U.S. leaders about how to compete
effectively with a country so focused on its own economic development and about how to
protect U.S. economic and national security interests from the “threat” of competition from
China.
In the current environment, China has taken the place of the former Soviet Union as the source
of great national security anxiety for the United States, while also taking the place of Japan as
the focus of great economic anxiety. This has led to a range of efforts to control U.S. leadership
(or presumed leadership) in science and technology, including but not limited to controls
imposed on U.S. universities.
One of the early manifestations of this effort was a congressional amendment to an
appropriations bill for NASA first adopted in 2011 that prohibited NASA from cooperating with
China. This amendment, commonly known as the “Wolf Amendment” after its original sponsor,
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former Representative Frank Wolf of Virginia, has been broadened in scope and detail. 34 The
amendment prohibits NASA from expending any funds that support cooperation with China,
including funds that NASA awards to universities to support research or education. Thus, the
provisions of the Wolf Amendment have become in effect a new regulation on universities. In
particular, universities that conduct research with NASA funds must make sure that none of
those funds are used by their faculty members to collaborate with colleagues in China or to
support students from China.
In 2018, the Trump Administration’s Justice Department created its so-called “China Initiative”
to combat Chinese espionage related to obtaining advanced scientific and technical information
from U.S. sources. Rather than promulgating new regulations governing information access
and faculty and student conduct, the China Initiative was implemented through direct action
against individual researchers, many of whom happened to be associated with U.S. universities
as faculty members, researchers, or students. The Justice Department aggressively pursued
legal actions against such researchers who it had reason to think might be illegally passing on
sensitive or classified information to persons in China. It also looked for violations of federal
disclosure policies as evidence of intent to deceive and to act in China’s interest. These
allegations of disclosure violations are the main mechanism through which universities became
engaged in the China Initiative.
Federal agencies that make grants to universities in support of research have for many years
asked that faculty members who apply for such grants disclose, first to their university
employer and then, through that employer, to the Federal government all sources of funds that
help pay for their research. The original reason for requiring such disclosures was to discourage
faculty members from applying for grants to support research that was already being supported
by a different Federal agency or other funding body. These disclosure requirements were
imposed through the administrative guidelines that universities must follow in applying for
grants. Violations of the disclosure requirements were most often “corrected” by having
faculty members provide amended disclosures in the event that discrepancies came to light.
Except in the most egregious cases of non-disclosure, errors or failures to disclose were not
treated as criminal or even civil infractions but as simple administrative errors needing
correction.
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Under the China Initiative, a number of high-profile failures to make the required
administrative disclosures of funding or other support from China were treated by the
Department of Justice as criminal violations. In several cases, alleged violators were arrested in
their home or office or while on travel.
In this report, we will not recount the experiences of persons accused under the China
Initiative. Several have been widely reported in the newspaper and/or the science policy press.
The cases have been difficult and burdensome to the accused, their families, and their
employers. In at least one case, the violations of disclosure rules appear to have been
deliberate, repeated, and done with apparent intention to deceive. That case remains active.
Other cases have ultimately been resolved administratively, been thrown out by courts, or
withdrawn by the Department of Justice.35
The Biden administration has indicated that it will continue to pursue important violations, but
it has terminated the China Initiative.
The universities’ roles in the China Initiative cases have generally been of secondary interest to
the Department of Justice, although it has more often been controversial on campus. Some
universities and/or their staff members have been accused of lax enforcement of the funding
disclosure requirement, and others of giving their faculty members bad advice about
compliance. Some universities have summarily terminated individuals accused of espionage or
disclosure violations, whereas other universities have provided extensive support to their
accused faculty members, including paid leave and legal assistance. In at least one case, a
terminated faculty member has been rehired.
Almost nothing about the China Initiative has been following the typical procedures described
earlier in this report. There was no prior consultation with the university community or
individual universities about setting up the China Initiative. The Department did not
promulgate regulations or revised rules or provide notice of its intent. And, the Department did
not seek to enlist the universities in more strongly enforcing the disclosure rules until well after
the Initiative had begun.
In summary, the China Initiative was an unusually provocative and confrontational approach to
addressing concerns related to university and faculty activity. This approach ultimately failed to
achieve its goals and has since been substantially revised and regularized
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